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Abstract: Bayesian networks encode causal relations between variables using prob-
ability and graph theory. They can be used both for prediction of an outcome and
interpretation of predictions based on the encoded causal relations. In this paper we
analyse a tree-like Bayesian network learning algorithm optimised for classification
of data and we give solutions to the interpretation and analysis of predictions. The
classification of logical – i.e. binary – data arises specifically in the field of medical
diagnosis, where we have to predict the survival chance based on different types of
medical observations or we must select the most relevant cause corresponding again
to a given patient record.
Surgery survival prediction was examined with the algorithm. Bypass surgery sur-
vival chance must be computed for a given patient, having a data-set of  medical
examinations for  patients.
Keywords: Bayesian networks, classification, medical data analysis, causal discov-
ery.
1 Introduction
In this paper we analyse tree-like Bayesian network (BN) implementation for medical data classifi-
cation. We consider a general case for data attributes, where the observations can be both continuous
and discrete, and - general to almost all medical data - missing observations also can occur. We aim to
establish causal relationships between variables representing medical examinations. Whilst interested in
a good classification performance, we also want to interpret and analyse the predictions in terms of the
encoded causal relations.
The database we used consists of  medical examinations of  people containing both discrete and
continuous observations. The task is thus to predict the surgery survival chance based on the available
data – the medical examinations [1, 2], and analysis of impact of a specific examination on patient
survival. Partial observability characterises the database, the number of missing values is .
Our aim is to predict target variables value – survival – for a particular patient and to obtain the “most
relevant” variables affecting the output of the classifier. Of equal interest is to analyse the decisions in
terms of encoded relationships between data attributes. This analysis is usually done to provide support
for physicians. We encode the dependencies between the class variable and the observations using a tree
with root node the class variable. The other attributes are inside the tree with coresponding conditional
probability tables “learned” from the data-set. Finding the most appropriate structure is an extremely dif-
ficult task. We reduce the complexity of constructing the tree of immediate causal relationships between
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class variable and observations [3]. A tree-like Bayesian network structure was inferred from the data
[4], where the root of the tree is the class variable and remaining nodes are attributes. Direct causal rela-
tions between attributes and class variable were revealed in the first phase of the algorithm, constructing a
Naive Bayesian network. Attribute-attribute correlations were searched based on Chow-Liu’s algorithm
in the second phase of the algorithm. In practical situations we also have to face the problem – general
to almost all medical data – of missing observations for some patients, meaning incomplete data items;
this issue can also be considered in a principled way with a Bayesian network. The paper is organised
as follows: next we present the Bayesian networks, then a stochastic algorithm to extract a plausible
network sructures from the data, and we also analise experimental results of applying the algorithm to
real data-sets.
2 Bayesian Networks
Bayesian networks (BNs) [5] are triplets (V,E,P), where (V,E) is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
with nodes V , edges E, and a set of probability distributions P, called parameters, whose elements are
assigned to the nodes of the graph. The nodes represent domain variables and edges mark direct causal
relations between these variables.
The network encodes a joint probability distribution function representative to the domain:
P(X) =
n∏
i=
P(Xi|par(Xi))
where n is the number of domain variables, Xi is a node from the BN and par(Xi) is the set of Xi’s parents.
The aciclicity of the graph ensures the product to be finite.
We employed a tree-like representation for the topology of BN in order to increase efficiency in class
variable estimation and interpretation. In section 3. we describe this algorithm, where we construct a tree
in such a way that the root of the tree will be the class variable and the remaining nodes are attributes.
Direct causal relations encoded by the BN are interpreted as the maximum of mutual respective condi-
tional mutual information [6, 7, 8] between nodes. Now we present the necessary information theoretical
concepts [9] for our algorithm.
We will use the following notations: X and Y are random variables defined on probability spaces
ΩX respective ΩY with corresponding distribution functions p(x) respective p(y). We use their joint and
conditional probability functions, denoted with p(x,y) and p(x|y) respectively.
Information theory offers us numerical characterisation of uncertainty in domain variables. Uncer-
tainty is measured using the information entropy of the respective variable. Information entropy can
be understood as the average minimal message length that should be sent on a channel to encode the
message and is defined as follows:
H(X) = −
∑
x∈ΩX
p(x) log p(x)
Mutual information is the quantity of information two random variables contain about each other,
defined as:
I(X ,Y ) =
∑
x∈ΩX
∑
y∈ΩY
p(x,y) log
p(x,y)
p(x)p(y)
(1)
In next section we present a two-phase tree-like Bayesian network structure learning algorithm. The
algorithm consists of an extension of Naive Bayesian structure learning algorithm with inner structure
learning for finding causal relations between attributes.
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3 Network topology learning
Bayesian network classification consists of emphasising the node corresponding to the class variable
during inference. As an optimisation of the learning process and inference we construct the network
topology such a way to optimise the efficiency of prediction and data attribute impact estimation on
target variable. We set out the class variable and in the first phase we’re searching for direct dependencies
between attributes and class variable, this way constructing a Naive Bayesian network.
Naive Bayes classifiers [10, 11] are widely used in classification problems. They are called Naive
because of the independence assumption of the attributes. Although this is strong assumption when
facing real data-sets, the Naive Bayes classification is a powerful tool for its simplicity and often gives
convenient results.
During the Naive Bayesian network learning process direct dependencies between class variable
and attributes has to be find. Dependency relations are interpreted as class variable specifiers, so an
edge from X to class variable Y means that variable X has information about class variable Y . Mutual
information between class variable and attributes, conditioning on attributes already placed between
direct dependencies of class variable, gives the amount of new information the respective attribute has
regarding the class variable [12].
Considering the problem this solutions means that we choose some medical examinations which
we place in the network and exclude the rest of the attributes. This is a strong restriction considering
that some examinations are replaced by others in different hospitals. The second phase of the algorithm
consists of applying Chow-Liu algorithm [13] to learn the inner structure of network and reveal attribute-
attribute correlations.
The Naive Bayesian network is formed of class variable Y respective variables X directly linked to
the class variable. Our next task is to place the excluded attributes in the Bayesian network. We use
mutual information maximisation to discover the causal relations between attributes from the network
and excluded attributes. Class variable could be ignored. Mutual information maximisation is enough in
this case, because dependency now has the meaning of replaceability. We are searching for the excluded
attributes that carry almost the same information about class variable as the attributes already placed in
the network. Before presenting the algorithm, we introduce the notations used in the following:
X set of attributes not yet placed in the net Z set of attributes in the net
X one attribute from X Zi an element from Z
Y the class variable I(X ,Y |Z) conditional mutual information of
I(X ,Y ) mutual information of X and Y X and Y given Z
Our algorithm introduces a threshold parameter – denoted with α – which is the minimum “in-
formation” required when putting a new attribute in the network during the Naive Bayesian structure
learning. This parameter controls the number of direct connections between class variable and attributes.
The algorithm is presented in algorithm. 1.
The threshold parameter α assures the selection of relevant attributes respect to the class variable,
controlling the number of direct causal relations of class variable and attributes. The result is a tree-like
Bayesian network as in Figure 2, where the root of the tree is the class variable, and the other nodes
are attribute variables. The orientation of edges is from parent to the child, this way minimising the
modification of network parameters during a learning step.
The algorithm above is deterministic in sense that it generates the same network for the same data
all the time. We introduce importance sampling [14] in order to avoid the determinism of the algorithm
in case of selection from equal information quantities. The distribution used for sampling is based on
mutual information. It has the maximum where the mutual information is maximal.
We used two functions during the tests. The first function – denoted f – is the conversion of the
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Algorithm 1 Tree-like Bayesian network structure learning.
1: place the class variable Y in the network
2: Z = ∅
3: {Naive Bayesian structure learning}
4: while I(X, Y|Z) ≥ α1 do
5: X^ = argmax
X
I(X, Y|Z)
6: place X^ in the network
7: X = X − {X^}
8: Z = Z ∪ {X^}
9: end while
10: {Inner structure learning}
11: while X 6= ∅ do
12:
[
X^, Z^
]
= argmax
Xi,Zj
I(Xi, Zj)
13: place edge between X^ and Z^
14: X = X − {X^}
15: Z = Z ∪ {X^}
16: end while
Figure 1: Tree-like Bayesian network structure learning.
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Figure 2: Structure of a BN
mutual information to a distribution function:
f1(X) =
I(X ,Y )∑
X ′∈X I(X ′,Y )
(2)
Figure 3(b). illustrates what edges are inferred when using importance sampling with function f
from artificial data. The generator network for the data is presented on Figure 3(a). On the horizontal
plane is the adjacency matrix of the graph and the non-zero columns represent the edges. Figure 3(a).
points the edges of the generator network, and Figure 3(b). shows the frequency of learned edges during
 tests.
The second function – denoted f – uses the exponentiation of the mutual information. It has a β
parameter which can be understood as a temperature parameter and it controls the constructed distribution
function. The higher this parameter is the higher is the probability of selecting the maximum mutual
information. On lower values of β the probabilities of selecting an attribute becomes closer to the
uniform distribution.
f(X) =
exp(β · f1(X))∑
X ′∈X exp(β · f1(X))
(3)
Figure 3. shows the histogram of learned edges using the presented approaches and also the generator
network topology of data on Figure 3(a). In each graph on the horizontal plane is the adjacency matrix
of the network topology, and the vertical columns represent the histogram edges. We consider the first
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(a) Generator network topology
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(b) Learned topologies with function f
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(c) Learned topologies with function f, β = 
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(d) Learned topologies with function f, β = 
Figure 3: Generator network and histogram of BN edges
attribute from the network as the class variable, so it is the root of the constructed tree. This means,
there’s no arc from any attribute to the class variable, hence it’s column is  at each point. Figure 3(a).
represents the generator network topology for the data, hence each edge appears once. The other graphs
– on figures 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d) – represent the frequency of edges in the inferred network topologies.
Although there is a randomness introduced with importance sampling in our first approach, the gen-
erated structure is relatively stable through the iterations when learning with function f. The direct
causal relations between the class variable and attributes are almost the same during the  tests sim-
ulations, differences can be observed only in the causal relations between the attributes, more precisely
the differences are on the third level of the tree. There in approximately  cases – out of  – a single
edge is placed differently compared to the generator network.
A bit more unstable structure (Figure 3(c)) can be observed when learning with function f with
parameter β = . This is due to the fact, that the separation between lower and higher values of mutual
information is more sensitive for lower values of β . Figure 3(d). represents the learned structures for
β = . One can see that in this case the structure is fully stable, which assures the former statement.
In next sections we will analyse the convergence of the learning process and the usage of the con-
structed network.
4 Results
In this section we will present the learned topologies in case of real data. To fully settle the bypass
problem, we have to perform the binarisation of data. This is due to the very low number of data samples
in bypass database considering conditional probability distribution function estimation.
We made  test of the algorithm on the fully specified attributes from the database. Figure 4.
presents the results of these testings. One can observe a high order of uncertainty when learning with
function f with β = . This is reduced by the increase of β to . Function f highlights almost the
same dependency relations as function f with β = , but there is an annoying level of uncertainty in
these relations.
Further analysis of the algorithm meant to check stability of it on real data-set. For this reason
Leave-One-Out method on attributes was used: we eliminated one attribute from the data, and tested the
algorithm on the remaining ones. The results are showed on Figure 5., where Figure 5(a)., Figure 5(c).
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(a) Histogram of edges with function f
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(b) Histogram of edges with function f, β = 
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(c) Histogram of edges with function f, β = 
Figure 4: Learned topologies of fully specified attributes from the database
and Figure 5(e). depicts the histogram of learned edges, and on Figure 5(b)., Figure 5(d). and Figure 5(f).
the most frequent learned edges are drawn.
Figure 5(a). and Figure 5(b). depicts the histogram of learned edges respective the most frequent
edges learned with function f, β =  for all fully specified attributes from the bypass database. One
can see, that there are two crucial attributes in the database, namely the thirrd and seventh, which are
central players in attribute dependence relations. Next sub-figures – Figure 5(c). and Figure 5(d). -
elimination of 3rd. attribute, respective Figure 5(e). and Figure 5(e). - elimination of 3rd. attribute –
depicts the learned BNs when eliminating these attributes.
One can see that most of the dependence relations are stable, although there is a reorganisation be-
tween dependencies, when eliminating a crucial attribute. The most observable instability in dependence
relations is that the edge →  becomes an edge →  when eliminating either the third attribute or
the seventh attribute. But when analysing the dependency of → , respective → , one can see that
their is not so much significant difference between the frequency of the two edges when learning on all
attributes.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we presented a tree-like Bayesian network classifier algorithm developed for medical
decision making problems and a stochastic algorithm to find the most appropriate structure of the net-
work. We tried two functions for eliminating determinism from the algorithm, with the two functions f
and f, defined with eq. 2, respective eq. 3. Learned topologies with the presented algorithm and func-
tions were presented both for artificial and real data. In this section we will present results considering
the inference, and compare them with logistic regression and SVM.
Table 1. shows the results of efficiency of the presented algorithms compared to logistic regression.
Comparing the first and second approach we described above the results are surprising. Although the
high order of uncertainty in some cases, the results of efficiency are similar for all cases.
One can observe that the tree-like Bayesian networks constructed with the presented algorithm per-
form better than logistic regression, but Support Vector Machines with linear kernel obtain higher predic-
tion accuracy than BN-s. It has to be mentioned, that although better accuracy on SVM, they don’t allow
interpretation of predictions, while BNs do, and interpretation in case of tree-like Bayesian networks,
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(a) Histogram of edges - all attributes
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(c) Histogram of edges - LOO 3. attribute
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(d) Most frequent edges - LOO 3. attribute
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(e) Histogram of edges - LOO 7. attribute
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Figure 5: Leave-One-Out results on attributes
Method Accuracy
Bayesian network - f .%
Bayesian network - f, β =  .%
Bayesian network - f, β =  .%
Bayesian network - f, β =  .%
Logistic regression .%
SVM with linear kernel .%
Table 1: Efficiency of presented algorithms
constructed as above, can be done efficiently.
As for a summaryy of results it has to be mentioned that the learned structure by the algorithm is
generally stable; the interpretation of the results is possible and partial observability is not a problem in
case of prediction and interpretation.
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